Abstract-ThLs study provides some new insights into the sealahility of reliable group communication mechanisms using overlays. These meehanisnis use individual TCP connections for packet transfers hetween end-systems. End-systems store inconhp packets and forward them to downstream nodes using different unicast TCP connections. In this paper we assume that huffen in end-systems are large enough for the transfers. It is shown that the throughput of the reliable overlay group communication scales in the Sen= that for all multicast tree sizes and topologies, the group throughput is strictly pmitive under natural conditions. This is in contrast with the IP supported niulticast paradigm where reliable protocols have vanishing throughput when tlie group size tends to infinity. The sealahility of packet delay and huffer occupancy is then investigated. In the ahsence of additional control. the occupancy of the huffer and the latency in the endsystems explodes with time. It is then shown that proactive rate throttle mechanism implemented at the source leads to finite packet latency and huffer occupancy in any end-system of the network pmvided certain moment conditions are satisfied hy cross traffic in the routers.
I. INTKUDUCTION
Reliable group communication has remained an important research problem for the last decade. Significant effort has k e n spent on the design and evaluation of reliable multi transport protocols, see lor example [I 11 . [ [' , I that group throughput vanishes when the group size increases, thus suffering from scalability issues.
Recently an alternative approach that uses overlays of endsystems has been proposed to support group communications.
In this approach. end-systems form an overlay by establishing point-to-point connections in between end-systems. where each node forwards data to downstream nodes in a store-andforward way. The multicast disuibution tree is formed at the end-system level. Such a paradigm is referred to as end-system multicast, or application-level multicast. or simply multicast using overlays. Various studies have been conducted with the primary focus on the protocol development lor eSficient overlay tree construction and maintenance. such ~L F Narada [IO] . Yoid [12] [251. Reliahle multicast can also bc implemented in overlay using point-to-point TCP connections. In Overcast [161. HTTP connections are used in between end-systems. In RMX [al. TCP sessions are directly used. The main advantage of such approaches is the ease of deployment. In addition. [SI argues that it is possible to better handle heterogeneity in receivcrs because of hop-by-hop congestion control and data recovery.
However there is a lack of understanding of the performance of TCP protocol when used in an overlay based group communication to provide reliable content delivery. Although studies in [SI. [I61 have advocated the usage of overlay networks of TCP connections. they do not address the scalability concerns.
in terms of throughput. buffer requirements and latency of content delivery. In [27] , the authors investigated this scalability issues while considering a TCP-friendly congestion control mechanism with fixed window-size for the point-topoint reliable transfer. Simulation results were presented to show the effect of the size of end-system'buffers on the group communication throughput.
In our work. we provide a mathematical framework based on the max-plus representation of TCP to address the scalability of overlay group communication when TCP is used for providing reliable content delivery. Using theoretical investigations, experimentations in the Internet. and simulations of large networks. we examine the scalability of three key features o l such overlays with respect to the size of the group: throughput of the group communication; delay of packets to reach endsystems; buffer requirements at the end-systems. We first examine the dependency ofthe throughput on group size and on the network connectivity. For this. we provide a tiamework to study the behavior of a group of TCP sources in a chain and then in a tree topology based on the mayplus algebra (see e.g. [51 and the references therein) under the assumption of infinite huifer space at each intermediate end-system. Each TCP connection is represented by a set of FIFO routers in series where some marking scheme is used for controlling the sources. Using this framework. we estahlish a first result that svates that irrespective of the group size and the behavior of the underlying network connecting the endsystems in the overlay network. there exists a strictly positive group throughput. This contrasts with the known result established in the case of IP-supported multicast for reliable group communication ahout the non-scalability of such protocols. In addition. we establish the maximum possible throughput achievahle for a set of receivers and the conditions that are required to achieve this maximum throughput. We then examine the following more difficult question: does there exist mechanisms that can achieve both a scalable (nonzero) group throughput and a finite packet delay. as well as a finite buffer occupancy in each end-system of an overlay with a general tree topology'? We propose and analyze a pro-active mechanism which thruttles the sending rate of the source. We show that there exists a critical rate such that when the sending rate at the origin node is limited to this critical rate. one can guarantee (in some sense to he defined precisely in the paper) bounded buffers and latency at all the nodes in the overlay tree. This shows that rate control combined with TCP congestion control mechanism provides a scalable approach in both throughput and buffer occupancy. We also show that the mean delay spent in each end system. or equivalently the mean buffer occupancy in each end system, can be evaluated by computing the Legendre transform of some hydrodynamic limit associated with the saturated source case.
Using a prototype implementation of the TCP overlays. we conducted experiments in the Internet to validate these results.
In addition to this. we designed a simulator taking advantage of the max-plus representation of TCP connections and allowing one to simulate the transmission of a large number of packets over overlay networks consisting of very large trees. Various simulation results are also presented.
Moreover. we found that in order to maximize the group's throughput. the design of the protocol and the construction of the distribution tree should take into account the local niuxiiiiiiiri tliruiiglipirr (see definition below) of the TCP connections between end systems. The paper is organized as follows. Section I1 defines the problems under consideration and presents the notation and the mathematical models. In Section 111. we prove the existence of positive throughput in a tandem of TCP sources with unconstrained buffers at end-systems. This result is then extended to any arhitrary lree configuration of overlay network.
In Section IV we introduce the rate-control hased protocol allowing one to hound the buffer occupancy and the latency for any arhitrary group size. In Section V. we discuss how the theoretical results obtained in the paper'can be used for the design of new reliable group commuuiation protocols using overlays. Section VI summarizes the work.
MODELING OVERLAV GROUP COMMUNICATION

A. RPliuble O w l p Groiip Coininrmicoliun
At a high level of abstraction, an overlay network cm he described as a directed communication graph where the nodes are the end-systems and an edge between any two nodes U and 6 represents the data forwarding network from node a to node b. An edge in the overlay network represents the path between the two nodes that it connects. While this path may traverse several routers in the physical network (see the models introduced in $11-C) on which a feedback control mechanism 0-7803-8355-9/04/S20.00 02M)4 IEEE.
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is enforced. this level oi abstraction considers the path as a direct edge in the overlay network. While it is not required. we assume that the nodes are connected in a tree topology. As illustrated in Figure 1 . after receiving data from its parent node in the overlay network. a node replicate the data on each of i ts outgoing edges and forward it to each of its downstream nodes in the overlay network.
The topology is typically consuucted accounting for forwarding capacity of each node and geographical distance hetween mdes. Let us examine how TCP may be used in this o\,erl:ly network to support reliahle content delivery. The obvious approach that does not require any changes to TCP protocol is to use end-point abstraction for every edge. i.e. a TCP connection for every edge in the overlay network. In this model. a node after receiving data store it and forwwd it on a per-connection basis using established TCP connections for each of its downstream nodes in the overlay tree. In such an overlay network. except. cor leaf nodes. all the other nodes. which store and fonvard packets. need to provision buffers for the packet forwarding purpose. One buffer is needed at the sender side for each ol' the TCP connections. Disc space is abundant in typical end-systems such as Ws or work stations. In such systems. the end-system huffers can be provisioned large enough to accommodate the TCP traffic. In the analysis presented in this paper we assume infinite buffer capacity at each end-system. This is in particular justified when each end-system keeps data in local storage system for its own use.
For the case where end-systems do not necessarily need to keep all data in local storage system. and only play the role of a relay system, we propose a proactive mechanism which consists in throttling the send rate of the source in such a way that the buffer occupancies as well as the packet delays are finite in all end-systems. In this case. we study in particular how much buffer space each end-system has to provide in order to play its relay role for the group communication.
B. Pruhleta Dejinitniriun find M~lliotlulug~
We define the goup throughput of an overlay network as the minimum sending rate across all its edges. Due to the reasons explained above. the group throughput in an nverlay network with TCP sessions on each of the overlay edges depends upon the network conditions of the underlying paths hetween the nodes and also on the buffer capacity at each 
C. A Model for TCP Cunnecrions in Tandem
We shall tirst consider a special case of the overlay topology which is the chain topology. The general topology is considered in the next section. we have X = x.. We refer to this case as the saturated case.
The (TCP) connection from node k to node k + l is referred to as overlay edge k . Underlying overlay edge k. there are Hn routers. denoted as routers (I;: h ) for h = 1:. . . ~ Hk-which are modeled by single server queues. The TCP congestion control is characterized by the variable Wit), representing the window size as seen hy packet I I I at node k . This node is allowed to transmit packet III when packet nt-l!4?) is received by node k + 1. We assume that the routers use a marking scheme for letting the TCP connection adapt to local variations of traffic.
The case o f a loss system is not considered here (for loss hascd congestion control mechanisms. an additional resequencing rncchanism has to be implemented and represented at the output of each TCP connection at the occurrence of a loss in order to fulfill the increasing packet sequence number requirement).
All these routers can have cross rraflc (packets from other connections using the same router). The effect of such cross traffic is modeled by aggregated service rimes which represent the processing time of the packet of the reference TCP connection (say from node I; to node k f 1 ) in the router plus the additional waiting time due to cross traffic packets interleaved between two packets of the reference connection. Such a modeling approach was also used in 191. We denote by s?~) the aggregated service time experienced by the nr-th packet going through the /I-th router of the overlay edge k .
The node (end-system) itself is modeled as a single server queue whose service time (denoted by s! : "))
can take into account the time to copy an incoming packet to an outgoing queue inside the end-system. Typically. this time is negligible compared to end-to-end round trip times : in the rest of the paper we assume s(,1." F 0.
2) Evohrtion Eqirations and Longest P a t h in a Graph:
We follow the TCP modeling approach proposed in [51. For each TCP connection. we establish the evolution equations governing the packet departure times. TCP window size's evolution is governed by independent packet marking processes. In words, these equations state that in order to serve packet nr, the previous packet III -I should have departed from the same router; packet nr should have arrived from the upstream router; and for the first router of the TCP connection. the transmission should be allowed by the TCP congestion control.
The presence of packet marking is taken into account via the evolution of the window size (l.I,$p'),,,.
which is governed by the AIMD rule of the congestion avoidance phase of RENO. The window sequences is assumed independent for different overlay edges. For each edge 1:. we consider a with probability 1 -p k . with probability J J~ .
From (,tu: I'). with I' > 1. the next state is:
From ( w : I) . the next state is The parameter 0 < pk < 1 represents the packet marking probability along the routers of this edge of the overlay network. This Markov chain is irreducible and aperiodic over a finite state space. and thus converges to a steady state with coupling in finite time. and so docs the joint process Note that other features of TCP such as timeout. reuansmission. acknowledgment packet delays. can also he taken into consideration in these equations i n the way presented in [51.
As one can observe from Equations (14) . only the operators maximum and plus are used. Thus, as in [51. the TCP connections in tandem can be represented as linear evolution equations in the max-plus algehra. These equations can be seen as a recursive way of computing the evolution of the packets in a large tandem (and in the same way in a large tree). They are the basis of the simulation tool used later in the paper.
Instead of using matrix algebraic calculations in the m aplus algebra. we adopt a more direct approach based on weighted random graph. The random graph describes the dependency relations betweeil state variables ~;~" ' ) .
It has the set of vertices V = { ( i i i~I ;~/ l )~r n where. by convention. we set s: , ?) ) = T, -T,"-I; the set of edges : For a path T detined by a sequence of vertices in the graph. we denote by Wei(a) the sum of weights of vertices of the path. It is then easy to check the following property using induction and the evolution equations (14).
SCALABILITY OF THROUGHPUT
In this section. we first study the throughput in a chain topology oi the overlay network. We then investigate the throughput of an arbitrary tree topology. Some experimental results are then presented at the end of this section.
A. Scalabilily of the Chain Topology
We use the queueing network model analyzed in the previous section. We show that the reliahle group communication with such an overlay exhibits a throughput equal to the minimum of local maximum TCP throughput of overlay edges_ where by lrrd maximum TCP throughput we mean the throughput achieved hy the TCP session whose sender is not consuained by any upstream node. This result is not so surprising hut it re uires a proof.
Let DA,k = : c & "~) be the time when the iwth packet has been transmitted in the A: -t h overlay edge. This quantity is denoted DZzk in the saturated case X = m. The throughput of the group communication is defined as Qf,hlimn,,, provided the limit exists. where we recall that X denotes &&ri val intensity of packets at the source. When this limit exists. it represents the long term average of the throughput seen at the output of overlay network k . When X = m. we shall denote it by O y K . Theorem I below shows that under very mild assumptions, the throughput limit exists.
The sequences of aggregated service times-{(s,,, ) l < k < / ; , \ < i z < H k } n , . are jointly stationary and ergodic.
Note that this assumption is very general and allows in particular the a:gregated service times to be long range Therefore, when (as it is assumed here) the local maximum TCP throughputs are strictly positive. the reliable group communication using overlay network is scalable in the sense that its throughput is lower bounded by the minimum of the local maximum throughputs.
B. T,-ee Topologies uith llncongested Accrss Links
We now consider arbitmy tree topologies. still under the assumption that the overlay buffers are unbounded. With general tree topology. the throughput of the group communication is still defined as the minimum throughput observed at the end-systems: The main reason for the different fate of throughput in 1P supported reliable multicast as considered in 191 and in overlay multicast can be intuitively explained as follows. The end-toend control of IP supported reliable multicast makes it such that each node is permanently runtloiiil? delayed due to its waiting for the acks of the the latest of its offspring nodes. whereas in overlay multicast. each line of offspring of a node can actually progress at its own and proper speed and a key decoupling takes place which allows each TCP connection to get the long term average throughput it would get in the absence of the other parts of the tree.
C. Tree Topolop u'ifh Pmsiblv Congested Access Links
Assumption 2 allowed the reduction of overlay trees to tandem of overlays by assuming that the transfers of the multicast tree not belonging to some reference putli had no impact on the throughput of the various overlay edges along this path.
However. if the out degree of some node of the tree is large, then the access link from this node may become the actual bottleneck due to the large number of simultaneous transfers originating from this node. Hence the throughput of the transfer of the reference overlay edge originating from this node may in Fact very well be significantly affected by the other transfers originating from this node.
lhis "lirst-mile l i n k effect can be incorporated in our model. The extra traffic created by the transfers not located on the reference path can be represented by an increase of the aggregated service times on the reference path (we remind that aggregated service times represent the effect of cross traffic on the reference 'KP transfer -see e.g. 191).
We now show that whenever the out degree of each node is bounded from above by some constant integer A$ ( 2 in the case of a binary tree). then the main scalability results of the last subsections are still valid (though with different constants) provided some natural assumptions listed below are satisfied.
Assreniption 3: Luculitv assiiniptiun: the non-reference transfers originating from end-system k affect the aggregated service times of the reference transfer of overlay edge k only;
this assumption is quite natural should the nodes of a given multicast application be sparse enough for being all located on different LANs or geographical areas. 
D. E.~[ieriwental Resirlts
Results of our measurements of throughput and huffer utilization are shown in Figure 4 . The leftmost column contains the symbolic names assigned to hosts used in the experiments.
The indentation in this column describes the structure of the overlay multicast tree. with the first indentation level corresponding to the root of the tree. the second to it$ children etc. For each non-root node. we list the characteristics o i the incoming link to that node (so that each line actually describes a link). We repeated measurements 10 times. and took average. minimum and maximum of measured parameters.
The second column shows the local throughput of the incoming link in kilobytes per second. measured shortly after or before the multicast diffusion. We measure local throughput by sending packets on all downstream links at the maximum rate, without waiting for incoming transmission. On each local node. all parallel transfers were started simultaneously so as to take into account the bandwidth sharing on last-mile links as described in 8111-C The last two columns show throughput and buffer utilization measurements. as observed during the global overlay multicast. In this experiment. buffer size was not restricted. We report the maximum number of entries used in the buffer located on the upstream node of the link. Each bufl'er entry corresponds to oue 100-byte block. 20.000 blocks were sent. the root node is high, since data is generated at the root node very quickly, and almost a11 blocks are immediately buffered.
inter-emission times at the source. which is denoted by r,,, = 'T,,,, -T,,,, form a stationary and ergodic sequence. Then under the stationary ergodic assumptions of the last sections concerning windows and service times. one can construct the stationary regime of the rirst Ii overlays as follows.
Let RnL,k denote the time that elapses k t w e e n the emission of packet i n by the source until this packet leaves overlay k. namely = Dil,k-T,,,. where D,",,k can also he represented using our longest path approach via ertion of Theorem 3 is valid, namely, the group throughput is equal to the minimum of the local maximum TCP throughput. One can also observe that the buffer occupa~icy is quite high in many buffers. This is due to the fact that the local TCP throughputs are quite heterogeneous.
One immediately observes from this table that the For more on this type of representations, see [I] . This has to be compared to the transient version of the R~lz,,,,lI We use the sojourn time of a packet 771 in the b-th overlay mathematical derivations, the stochastic assumptions is that
x
The first result of this section shows the necessity to control the rate at which the source sends data. The mathematics for approaching these questions of huffer occupancy and packet latency in very large networks require the extension of the hydrodynamic limits proved in [I] for infinite tandem of GI/GI/l queues to infinite tandem and infinite trees of TCP connections over edges composed themselves of sevcral routers. We start with sirnulation results and back them by mathematical justifications.
Illeor-rni
C. Siiiirrlution Results
All the simuiation results of the paper are based on a direct exploitation of the evolution equations of 511-C.2. Only the homogeneous case is considered. Figure 5 studies the stationary mean buffer occupancy in an end-system located at level k nf an overlay network composed of an arbitrary tree. The throttling of the source is assumed to be realized via a deterministic scheme: it sends a packet every A-' seconds with X i 8. As one can check, the mean buffer occupancy grows with I; and stabilizes to some asymptotic value L. which can be intuitively thought of as the mean stationary buffer of an endsystem being at level 30. This convergence illustrates the key scalability result alluded to above. Combined with Little's law. this extends to a similar limiting result for the "'delay at infinity". which is again defined as the limit in k of the stationary mean delay through an overlay edge located +t level k . when k goes to infinity. 
D. Makerriatical Cormmts
The general aim of this section consists in outlining the main steps of a mathematical justiticatioii of the scalability results observed by simulation in the last subsection. The line of thoughts is in the continuation of that of [I] iiiiiit "j(1:) = lini Dx ("'l,''' e.rist.s arirl isjinitefor all rational niwiDers :E. The fimction i s cleterinii7istic nondecreasing. This function is called the hydrodynamic limit of the saturated system, The proof of this result is based on subadditivity and on the notion of greedy lattice aniiiial (see the references in [20]). All details can be found in our technical report 131.
We are now in a position to state the main mathematical result. backing of the scalability 01. latency. wliere tlie last convergence takes place both U.S. and in e.rpectution. In addition. 2 is given by the following foi-iiiida:
( :->
The proof is similar to those used for analogue results in [I] . [2O1 and [211. and cm be found in detail for this case in the technical report [3] . This result should he interpreted as follows: when the depth of the overlay tree grows large. the sum of the delays on a path originating from the source and ending in some end-system (or equivalently the overall latency up to this end-system), grows linearly with the level of the end-system. with an average increment of 2 seconds per overlay in the limit. where 2 is some finite constant. The computation of the constant 2 requires the knowledge of the hydrodynamic limit y(x) associated with the random graph of the saturated problem. To the hest of our knowledge. the explicit form of this function is only known in the particular case with constant window W$' 1. with Hk = 1. and with P exponential, where it was studied in the context of first passage percolation (see [I] and the references therein).
Fortunately, the exact value of 2 is not needed in order to derive the qualitative scaling result of the last theorem, namely the finiteness of 2.
"lie concavity of y and the fact that 7' tends to H hold in the case TVL = 1 (see [I] . [141) . We conjecture that this holds true for the more general setting with varying window considered here. Figure 8 gives an example of thc y function. For this case as for all other simulated cases, the conditions allowing one to compute from -j and in particular its concavity are clearly satisfied (up to the statistical noise). The results of Theorem 6 extend to latency. We have :
Let E,,,,' denote the stationary huffer occupancy in overlay k, which by definition includes the packets buffered in the kth node itself and those in lransit in the path rrom node 1: to rhomm Rate 1D"Msd Fig. 9 . M a n sojourn time at infinity by two different melhnls.
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where X denotes the rate of the stationary input into overlay k .
So. from (8), the limit Iinik+-
E:=, E[B,,,i] exists and is
equal to a finite constaut (equal to 2X). This shows that under the throttling strategy described in §V.C, the buffer occupancy scales in the following sense: when the number of overlays grows large. the sum of the mean stationary buffer contents grows linearly with the number of overlays. with an average increment of J A packets per overlay in the limit.
E. Erperirnental Resiilts
In Figure IO we show the effect of transmission rate control at the source node on buffer utilization. This experiment is identical to the overlay multicast experiment, described in 5 111.
except that we have introduced a IO-millisecond delay hetween sending individual 100-byte blocks at the source node. This corresponds to fixed Wansmission rate of approximatcly 9.i.5 kilobytes per second.
This experiment is performed on the same configurations. It is clear from this table that for all these three configurations. the rate control mechanism is very eflective. All the overlay edges now experience the same throughput. Moreover.
the buffer occupancy is strikingly low. and this in spite of the fact that the local TCP throughputs are quite heterogeneous.
V. IMPLICATION O x OVERLAY PROTOCOL DESIGN
In this section. we focus on the implications that the scalability results of the last secdons have on the protocol for building overlay trees. Theorems 3 and 6 establish that in order to have acceptable buffer occupancy in each end-system and latency through each overlay edge of a large overlay network the sending rate of the source has to he limited to snme value that is strictly less than the overlay group throughput. which was shown to coincide with the minimum o f t h e local maximal throughput of all overlay edges. The immediate implication of the above results on the overlay tree construction is that the forwarding paths should be chosen such that the resulting overlay tree has the local maximal throughput of its bottleneck overlay edge maximized.
Note that in an overlay network. every node has a logical path or a forwarding edge to every other node. Thus the problem consists in choosing 11 -1 logical edges out of these n ( n -1) edges such that
. the chosen n -1 edges form a spanning tree: . the bottleneck overlay edge in the resulting spanning tree has a local maximal throughput as large as possible.
Thus the protocol for designing overlay, based reliable group communication has to (i) be aware of the rates on the logical path between any two nodes. (ii) efficiently select those paths that lead to maximizing the group throughput (iii) effectively determine the bottleneck rate to adapt the sending rate of the source. While we do not attempt to provide a detailed solution for developing the complete protocol. we provide insight into these three aspects below.
A. Oyfiriid Tree Constrrir1ion Algor-iflirn
Consider a complete graph G = (I;: E ) . Nodes in the graph correspond to end-systems and (optionally) servers; which are used to build an overlay network. Assume that nodes are numbered from I ti) 11. where node I is the root. froin which data is Wansmitted. Each pair of nodes i : j E 1 ' is connected via an overlay edge (a route in the Internet) with maximum local throughput 8,. Although each node can send copies of information to several other nodes simultaneously. it makes sense to assume that the total throughput of each node i for nutgoing transmissions is limited by a constant cL (which is typically determined by the access link connecting node i to the Internet).
We define the throughput of a path P in graph G' to be the minimum of Hi., over all links ( i l j ) E P . From the results of the previous sections. the problem is to find a tree from ront with maximum group throughput-where group throughput is by definition the minimum of all path throughput in the tree.
We consider this problem of overlay tree construction in two cases. In the first case. we ignore the throughput limitation at the access link that was alluded to above. This case refers to the situation when TCP throughput is dominated by a bottleneck other than the access link. l h e second model accounts for the bottleneck at the access link. As we shall see. the first case is tractable and it is possible to design an optimal solution for it. The second model results in a minimum degree spanning tree construction which is NP hard.
I ) Model I:
Access Link no1 rlie Buttlmerk: Under the assumption that the access link is not the bottleneck. the maximal local throughput B j j (which we recall to be the TCP throughput that a saturated source located in node i would experience) can be estimated from measurements of the RIT .rrj on the edge and the marking probability p i j on the edge using the square root formula for persistent Iiows (see [221).
As described above. the construction of overlay tree consists in choosing ! I . -1 cdges out of i i ( n -1) logical edges. The following algorithm allows one to construct a tree with optimal group throughput:
. Sort all n ( n -1)/2 edges in increasing (local maximal) throughput order (assume for sake of simplicity that all throughput are different. so that the order is total);
. Discard edges starting with those wilh the smallest throughput until the set of remaining edges on the 11 nodes makes a connected graph: let 17 + 1 5 li(1i -l)/? be the number of discarded cdges when connectedness is lost for the first time:
. Build a spanning tree rooted in the snurce using the li(1i -1)12 -rz remaining edges of the sorted list. Tne resulting spanning tree, say 1 ' is optimal as easily shown by contradiction: assume there exists a spanning tree rooted in the source node and that has a better group throufliput than T . Then this tree uses none of the ri + 1-st edges of the sorted list. There should then exist a spanning tree from the root to Unfortunately, it is known that the problem of finding a spanning tree T , satisfying degree constraints. in general graphs (or proving that no such tree can be constructed) cannot be solved exactly in polynomial time. Therefore we adopt an approximation algorithm with polynomial running time. proposed in [I31 for finding a spanning tree of minimum degree with additive error of at most one. Now we describe our generalization of approximation algorithm for minimum degree spanning tree [13]. Our goal is to learn, given a tixed throughput value. whether there exists a routing (i.e. a spanning tree) that allows one to achieve this throughput, and if it exists. to give the routing tree. The described problem is NP-hard. and therefore the solution will he approximate: our algorithm will violate some of degree constraints when constructing the tree. As it is shown in the previous section, if constraint violation can be bounded, objective value can be modified to satisfy the constraints. it is possible to bound required dityerence in the objective value.
For a given target value of throughput 8 = 8, graph The algorithm starts by constructing an arbitrary spanning tree in Gb, using any simple algorithm; depth first search is a good choice. f i x example. 'lhen, it computes a set B C V of all nodes with maximum degree constraint violation. and tries to reduce the cardinality o i B by performing a series of improvements. For example. if degree constraints are violated by 3. 5 and 7 extra edges. the algorithm will form B of all nodes of the tree that have 7 edges more than it is allowed.
We define improvement as following. Suppose maximum degree violation in our tree is k. Then. if adding an edge connecting two nodes with degree violation less than k -1 to the tree. and breaking the loop by removing one edge. incident to one of the nodes with violation k. from the tree. reduces degree violation of one of the nodcs in B from k to k -1. we say that this operation is an improvement. An improvement may also involve series of edge exchanges. which do not modify the degree of any nodes with violation k -1. and decrease the degree of one of the nodes with violation k .
The algorithm periorms improvements until no improvements are possible, or until B is empty. When B is empty, we build a new set B 01-nodes with violation k -1. and repeat the procedure, until there are no violating nodes nr until no improvements are possible. The details of proof of the correctness and the optimality result are described in [31.
B. Rare Conrrol Mechanisms
The proposed rate control mechanisms seem to be a very good alternative to the back pressure mechanism. They not only exhibit scalable throughput, but also scalable buffer occupancy and packet delays. The experimental results confirm this. From practical standpoint. several issues need to be considered. The first one is the rate estimation. As we only need to know what is the smallest local maximum TCP throughput. the edges only need to measure the RTT and packet marking probability and report them back to the source. The source can then determine the critical threshold 0 1 ,~.
Tlie second one is the rate adaptation. It is well known that the network conditions Hucmate quite a lot. In order to achieve a scalable thrnughput and a scalable buifer occupancy, one needs to be pessimistic and to consider a worst case scenario by adopting a low rate. A more appealing approach would be to adapt the send rate of the source dynamically.
This rate adaptation can be carried out in accordance with the lhroughpnt estimation as discussed above.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a mathematical framework for the study of ihe scalability of overlay based reliable group communication using TCP. In the case of unconstrained overlay bufiers with rate conuol. we have established the scalability of such a paradigm in both the obtained throughput and the buffer required for arbitrary large gr(iup. Experimental results obtained with a prototype validate the UieoreticaJ ones.
One of Lhe main scientific contributions of the present paper is the general link that it establishes between the scalability 0-7803-8355-9/04/$20.00 02004 IEEE. of rcliable overlay multicast and the properties of the type of hydrodynamic limits encountered in certain models of statistical physics such as percolation and particle systems. This link has several direct and important implications. For instance. as it was seen in Section IV. one of the key questions of overlay multicast. which is that of the behavior of the buffer contents in end-systems when the size of the multicast group grows large. can actually be obtained by computing the Legendre transform of some hydrodynamic shape as encountered in first passage percolation ( l j ] . In addition. the analysis gives some moment conditions on the cross traffic encountered by a long lived TCP Row in routers that guarantee the actual scalability of buffer contents.
Our results on rate control at the source nodc and lhc conditions required to maximize group throughput provide useful insights into the design of scalable reliable group communication protocols using nverlays. A first general observation is that in order to maximize the group's throughput. the design of the protocol and the construction of the distribution tree should take into account the local maximum throughput of the TCP connections hetween end systems. Such a cousideration seems to be neglected in protocols and algorithms proposed in the literature for the group communication using overlays which primarily focus on the network distances hetween end systems. Another general observation is that rate control combined with TCP congestion control mechanism provides a scalable approach in both throughput and buffer occupancy. Such a combination of rate throttling and congestion control should be considered in the design of efficient and effective reliable overlay multicast schemes.
There are a number of issues that remain to he addressed. The first one is the scalability issue of any tree topology when a Dock presslire is implemented in each node (i.e. when the buffer of a node is WI. this node stops [he communication coming from the upstream node). In this approach. no rate control may be needed at the source. However the throughput may degrade. and the structure of the overlay tree may have a direct impact on the throughput. This case will he the sub.ject of a companion paper.
